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Historical   Fic�on  
 
The   Downstairs   Girl    by   Stacey   Lee  
By   day,   17-year-old   Jo   Kuan   works   as   a   lady's  
maid   for   the   cruel   daughter   of   one   of   the  
wealthiest   men   in   Atlanta.   But   by   night,   Jo  
moonlights   as   the   author   of   a   newspaper   advice  
column   for   the   Southern   lady,   "Dear   Miss  
Swee�e."   When   her   column   becomes   wildly  
popular,   she   uses   the   power   of   the   pen   to  
address   some   of   society's   ills,   but   she's   not  

prepared   for   the   backlash   that   follows   when   her   column   challenges  
fixed   ideas   about   race   and   gender.  
 
White   Rose    by   Kip   Wilson  
Disillusioned   by   the   propaganda   of   Nazi  
Germany,   Sophie   Scholl,   her   brother,   and   his  
fellow   soldiers   formed   the   White   Rose,   a   group  
that   wrote   and   distributed   anonymous   le�ers  
cri�cizing   the   Nazi   regime   and   calling   for   ac�on  
from   their   fellow   German   ci�zens.   The   following  
year,   Sophie   and   her   brother   were   arrested   for  
treason   and   interrogated   for   informa�on   about  
their   collaborators.   This   debut   novel   recounts   the   lives   of   Sophie   and  
her   friends   and   highlights   their   brave   stand   against   fascism   in   Nazi  
Germany.  
 

Allies    by   Alan   Gratz  
Welcome   to   D-Day.   Dee,   a   young   U.S.   soldier,   is  
on   a   boat   racing   toward   the   French   coast.   And  
Dee   is   terrified.   He   feels   the   weight   of   World  
War   II   on   his   shoulders.But   Dee   is   not   alone.  
Behind   enemy   lines   in   France,   a   girl   named  
Samira   works   as   a   spy,   trying   to   sabotage   the  
German   army.   Meanwhile,   paratrooper   James  
leaps   from   his   plane   to   join   a   daring   midnight  

raid.   And   in   the   thick   of   ba�le,   Henry,   a   medic,   searches   for   lives   to  
save.   In   a   breathtaking   race   against   �me,   they   all   must   fight   to  
complete   their   high-stakes   missions.   But   with   betrayals   and   deadly  
risks   at   every   turn,   can   the   Allies   do   what   it   takes   to   win?  
 
A   Place   to   Belong    by   Cynthia   Kadohata  
World   War   II   has   ended,   but   while   America  
has   won   the   war,   twelve-year-old   Hanako  
feels   lost.   To   her,   the   world   seems   broken.  
America,   the   only   home   she's   ever   known,  
imprisoned   then   rejected   her   and   her   family.  
Japan,   the   country   they've   been   forced   to  
move   to,   is   in   shambles   because   America  
dropped   bombs   of   their   own.   The   country   is  
starving,   the   black   markets   run   rampant,   and  
countless   orphans   beg   for   food   on   the  
streets,   but   how   can   Hanako   help   them   when   there   is   not   even  
enough   food   for   her   own   brother?  

https://www.amazon.com/Downstairs-Girl-Stacey-Lee/dp/1524740950
https://www.amazon.com/White-Rose-Kip-Wilson/dp/1328594432
https://www.amazon.com/Allies-Alan-Gratz/dp/1338245724
https://www.amazon.com/Place-Belong-Cynthia-Kadohata/dp/1481446649


Nonfic�on/Memoir   
 
Born   To   Fly:   The   First   Women’s   Air   Race  
Across   America    by   Steve   Sheinkin  
Just   nine   years   after   American   women   finally  
got   the   right   to   vote,   a   group   of   trailblazers  
soared   to   new   heights   in   the   1929   Air   Derby,  
the   first   women's   air   race   across   the   U.S.  
Follow   the   incredible   lives   of   legend   Amelia  
Earhart;   Marvel   Crosson,   who   built   a   plane  
before   she   even   learned   how   to   fly;   Louise  
Thaden,   who   shattered   jaw-dropping   altitude  
records;   and   Elinor   Smith,   who   at   age  
seventeen   made   headlines   when   she   flew  
under   the   Brooklyn   Bridge.  

 
Torpedoed:   The   True   Story   of   the   World   War  
II   Sinking   of   "The   Children's   Ship”    by  
Deborah   Heiligman  

Amid   the   constant   rain   of   German   bombs   and  
the   escalating   violence   of   World   War   II,   British  
parents   by   the   thousands   chose   to   send   their  
children   out   of   the   country:   the   wealthy,  
independently;   the   poor,   through   a   government  
relocation   program   called   CORB.   In   September  
1940,   passenger   liner   SS    City   of   Benares    set  
sail   for   Canada   with   one   hundred   children   on  
board.   When   the   war   ships   escorting   the  

Benares    departed,   a   German   submarine   torpedoed   what   became   known  
as   the   Children's   Ship.   Out   of   tragedy,   ordinary   people   became   heroes.  
This   is   their   story.  

 

Disaster   Strikes!   The   Most   Dangerous   Space  
Missions   of   All   Time    by   Jeffrey   Kluger  
There   are   so   many   amazing,   daring,   and  
exciting   missions   to   outer   space   that   have  
succeeded.   But   for   every   success,   there   are  
mistakes,   surprises,   and   flat-out   failures   that  
happen   along   the   way.   In   this   collection,  
bestselling   author   and   award-winning  
journalist   Jeffrey   Kluger   recounts   twelve   such  
disasters,   telling   the   stories   of   the   astronauts  
and   the   cosmonauts,   the   trials   and   the   errors,  
the   missions   and   the   misses.  

  
Shout    by   Laurie   Halse   Anderson    (mature  
content,   grades   8+)  
In   free   verse,   Anderson   shares   reflections,  
rants,   and   calls   to   action   woven   between  
deeply   personal   stories   from   her   life   that   she's  
never   written   about   before.   A   denouncement   of  
our   society's   failures   and   a   love   letter   to   all   the  
people   with   the   courage   to   say   #MeToo   and  
#TimesUp,   whether   aloud,   online,   or   only   in  
their   own   hearts,   this   book   speaks   truth   to  
power   in   a   loud,   clear   voice.  
 

Captured    by   Alvin   Townley  
Naval   aviator   Jeremiah   Denton   was   shot   down   and  
captured   in   North   Vietnam   in   1965.   He   would   endure  
torture   and   long   periods   of   solitary   confinement   as   a  
POW.   Always,   Jerry   told   his   fellow   POWs   that   they  
would   one   day   return   home   together.     Although   Jerry  
spent   seven   and   a   half   years   as   a   POW,   he   did   finally  
return   home   in   1973   after   the   longest   and   harshest  
deployment   in   US   history.  

 

https://www.amazon.com/Born-Fly-Womens-Across-America/dp/1626721300
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Realis�c   Fic�on  
 
The   Remarkable   Journey   of   Coyote   Sunrise  
by   Dan   Gemeinhart  
Five   years   ago,   Coyote   lost   her   mom   and  
two   sisters   in   a   car   crash.   Ever   since   then,  
Coyote   and   her   dad,   Rodeo,   have   lived   on  
the   road   in   an   old   school   bus,   criss-crossing  
the   na�on.   When   she   learns   that   the   park  
in   her   old   neighborhood   is   being  
demolished―the   very   same   park   where  
she,   her   mom,   and   her   sisters   buried   a  
treasured   memory   box―she   devises   an  
elaborate   plan   to   get   her   dad   to   drive   3,600  

miles   back   to   Washington   state   in   four   days...without   him   realizing   it.  

 
The   Next   Great   Paulie   Fink    by   Ali   Benjamin  
When   Caitlyn   begins   her   disorien�ng   new  
life   at   Mitchell   School,   it   seems   like   nobody  
can   stop   talking   about   some   kid   named  
Paulie   Fink.   Depending   on   whom   you   ask,  
Paulie   was   either   a   hilarious   class   clown,   a  
relentless   troublemaker,   a   hapless   klutz,   or  
an   evil   genius.   One   thing's   for   sure,   though:  
The   kid   was   totally   legendary.   Now   he's  
disappeared,   and   Caitlyn   finds   herself  
leading   a   reality-show-style   compe��on   to  
find   the   school's   next   great   Paulie   Fink.   With   each   challenge,   Caitlyn  
struggles   to   understand   a   person   she   never   met...but   it's   what   she  
discovers   about   herself   that   most   surprises   her.  

Look   Both   Ways:   A   Tale   Told   in   Ten   Blocks  
by   Jason   Reynolds  
This   story   was   going   to   begin   like   all   the   best  
stories.   With   a   school   bus   falling   from   the  
sky.   But   no   one   saw   it   happen.   They   were   all  
too   busy   talking   about   boogers,   stealing  
pocket   change,   skateboarding,   execu�ng  
complicated   handshakes,   planning   an  
escape,   making   jokes,   and   finding   comfort.  
Jason   Reynolds   conjures   ten   tales   about  
what   happens   a�er   the   dismissal   bell   rings,  
and   brilliantly   weaves   them   into   one  

wickedly   funny,   piercingly   poignant   look   at   the   detours   we   face   on   the  
walk   home,   and   in   life.  
 
Other   Words   for   Home    by   Jasmine   Warga  
Jude   never   thought   she’d   be   leaving   her  
beloved   older   brother   and   father   behind,   all  
the   way   across   the   ocean   in   Syria.   But   when  
things   in   her   hometown   start   becoming  
vola�le,   Jude   and   her   mother   are   sent   to   live  
in   Cincinna�   with   rela�ves.   At   first,  
everything   in   America   seems   too   fast   and  
too   loud.   But   this   life   also   brings   unexpected  
surprises—there   are   new   friends,   a   whole  
new   family,   and   a   school   musical   that   Jude  
might   just   try   out   for.   Maybe   America,   too,   is  
a   place   where   Jude   can   be   seen   as   she   really   is.  
 
 
 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Remarkable-Journey-Coyote-Sunrise/dp/1250196701/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=The+Remarkable+Journey+of+Coyote+Sunrise&qid=1576507903&s=books&sr=1-1
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My   Jasper   June    by   Laurel   Snyder   
The   school   year   is   over,   and   it   is   summer   in  
Atlanta.   The   sky   is   blue,   the   sun   is   blazing,   and  
the   days   brim   with   possibility.   But   Leah   feels.   .   .  
lost.   She   has   been   this   way   since   one   terrible  
a�ernoon   a   year   ago,   when   everything  
changed.   Since   that   day,   her   parents   have  
become   distant,   her   friends   have   fallen   away,  
and   Leah’s   been   adri�   and   alone.   Then   she  
meets   Jasper,   a   girl   unlike   anyone   she   has   ever  
known.   There’s   something   mysterious   about  

Jasper,   almost   magical.   And   Jasper,   Leah   discovers,   is   also   lost.   But   as  
the   days   of   this   magical   June   start   to   draw   to   a   close,   and   the   darker  
reali�es   of   their   lives   intrude   once   more,   Leah   and   Jasper   have   to  
decide   how   real   their   friendship   is,   and   whether   it   can   be   enough   to  
save   them   both.  

  
The   Bridge   Home    by   Padma   Venkatraman  
Life   is   harsh   on   Chennai,   India’s   streets,   so  
when   runaway   sisters   Viji   and   Rukku   arrive,  
their   prospects   look   grim.   Very   quickly,  
11-year-old   Viji   discovers   how   vulnerable  
they   are   in   this   uncaring,   dangerous   world.  
Fortunately,   the   girls   find   shelter   and  
friendship   on   an   abandoned   bridge.   With  
two   homeless   boys,   Muthi   and   Arul,   the  
group   forms   a   family   of   sorts.   And   while  
making   a   living   scavenging   the   city's   trash  
heaps   is   the   pits,   the   kids   find   plenty   to  
laugh   about   and   take   pride   in   too.   But   when   illness   strikes,   Viji   must  

decide   whether   to   risk   seeking   help   from   strangers   or   to   keep   holding  
on   to   their   fragile,   hard-fought   freedom.  
 

With   the   Fire   on   High    by   Elizabeth  
Acevedo    (Grade    8+).    Ever   since   she   got  
pregnant   freshman   year,   Emoni   San�ago’s  
life   has   been   about   making   tough  
decisions.   The   one   place   she   can   let   all  
that   go   is   in   the   kitchen,   where   she   adds   a  
li�le   something   magical   to   everything   she  
cooks.   Even   though   she   dreams   of   working  
as   a   chef,   Emoni   knows   that   it’s   not   worth  
her   �me   to   pursue   the   impossible.   Yet  
despite   the   rules   she   thinks   she   has   to   play  
by,   once   Emoni   starts   cooking,   her   only  
choice   is   to   let   her   talent   break   free.  

 
Pie   in   the   Sky    by   Remy   Lai  
When   Jingwen   moves   to   a   new   country,   he  
feels   like   he’s   landed   on   Mars.   School   is  
torture   and   making   friends   is   impossible  
since   he   doesn’t   speak   English.   To   distract  
himself,   Jingwen   daydreams   about   making  
all   the   cakes   on   the   menu   of   Pie   in   the   Sky,  
the   bakery   his   father   had   planned   to   open  
before   he   unexpectedly   passed   away.   The  
only   problem   is   his   mother   has   one    major  
rule:   not   to   use   the   oven   while   she's   at  
work.   As   Jingwen   bakes   elaborate   cakes,  
he   has   to   cook   up   elaborate   excuses   to   keep   the   cake   making   a   secret  
from   Mama .  

 

https://www.amazon.com/My-Jasper-June-Laurel-Snyder/dp/0062836625/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=my+jasper+june&qid=1576509332&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Bridge-Home-Padma-Venkatraman/dp/1524738115/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=the+bridge+home&qid=1576509539&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Fire-High-Elizabeth-Acevedo/dp/006266283X/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=with+the+fire+on+high&qid=1576509677&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Pie-Sky-Remy-Lai/dp/1250314097


Science   Fic�on/Fantasy  
 
Dragon   Pearl    by   Yoon   Ha   Lee  
Thirteen-year-old   Min   would   like   nothing  
more   than   to   escape   Jinju,   her   neglected,  
dust-ridden,   and   impoverished   planet.  
She's   coun�ng   the   days   un�l   she   can  
follow   her   older   brother,   Jun,   into   the  
Space   Forces   and   see   more   of   the  
Thousand   Worlds.   When   word   arrives  
that   Jun   is   suspected   of   leaving   his   post  
to   go   in   search   of   the   Dragon   Pearl,   Min  
knows   that   something   is   wrong.   Jun  
would   never   desert   his   ba�le   cruiser,  
even   for   a   mys�cal   object   rumored   to  

have   tremendous   power.   She   decides   to   run   away   to   find   him   and  
clear   his   name.   This   sci-fi   adventure   with   the   underpinnings   of   Korean  
mythology   will   transport   you   to   a   world   far   beyond   your   imagina�on.  
 
Lalani   of   the   Distant   Sea    by   Erin   Entrada   Kelly  
Life   is   difficult   on   the   island   of   Sanlagita.   To  
the   west   looms   a   vengeful   mountain,   one   that  
threatens   to   collapse   and   bury   the   village   at  
any   moment.   To   the   north,   a   dangerous   fog  
swallows   sailors   who   dare   to   venture   out,  
looking   for   a   more   hospitable   land.   And   what  
does   the   future   hold   for   young   girls?   Chores  
and   more   chores.   When   Lalani   Sarita’s   mother  
falls   gravely   ill,   12-year-old   Lalani   faces   an  
impossible   task—she   must   leave   Sanlagita   and  
find   the   riches   of   the   legendary   Mount   Isa,  

which   towers   on   an   island   to   the   north.   But   genera�ons   of   men   and  
boys   have   died   on   the   same   quest—how   can   an   ordinary   girl   survive  
the   epic   tests   of   the   archipelago?  

Tristan   Strong   Punches   a   Hole   in   the   Sky    by  
Kwame   Mbalia  
Seventh   grader   Tristan   Strong   feels   anything  
but   strong   ever   since   he   failed   to   save   his  
best   friend   when   they   were   in   a   bus   accident  
together.   All   he   has   le�   of   Eddie   is   the  
journal   his   friend   wrote   stories   in.   When   a  
creature   shows   up   in   his   bedroom   and   steals  
Eddie's   notebook,   Tristan   chases   a�er   it.   In   a  
last   a�empt   to   wrestle   the   journal   out   of   the  
creature's   hands,   Tristan   punches   a   tree,  

accidentally   ripping   open   a   chasm   into   the   MidPass,   a   vola�le   place  
with   a   burning   sea,   haunted   bone   ships,   and   iron   monsters   that   are  
hun�ng   the   inhabitants   of   this   world.   In   order   to   get   back   home,  
Tristan   and   his   new   allies   will   need   to   en�ce   the   god   Anansi,   the  
Weaver,   to   come   out   of   hiding   and   seal   the   hole   in   the   sky.   But  
bartering   with   the   trickster   Anansi   always   comes   at   a   price.   Can  
Tristan   save   this   world   before   he   loses   more   of   the   things   he   loves?  
 
King   of   Scars    by   Leigh   Bardugo    (Grade   8+)  
The   dashing   young   king,   Nikolai   Lantsov,   has  
always   had   a   gi�   for   the   impossible.   No   one  
knows   what   he   endured   in   his   country’s   bloody  
civil   war―and   he   intends   to   keep   it   that   way.  
Now,   as   enemies   gather   at   his   weakened  
borders,   Nikolai   must   find   a   way   to   refill  
Ravka’s   coffers,   forge   new   alliances,   and   stop   a  
rising   threat   to   the   once-great   Grisha   Army.   Yet  

 

https://www.amazon.com/Dragon-Pearl-Yoon-Ha-Lee/dp/136801335X/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=dragon+pearl&qid=1576510410&s=books&sr=1-2
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https://www.amazon.com/Tristan-Strong-Punches-Hole-Sky/dp/1368039936?ref_=ast_slp_dp
https://www.amazon.com/King-Scars-Duology/dp/1250142288/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=king+of+scars&qid=1576511024&s=books&sr=1-1


with   every   day   a   dark   magic   within   him   grows   stronger,   threatening   to  
destroy   all   he   has   built.   With   the   help   of   a   young   monk   and   a  
legendary   Grisha   general,   Nikolai   will   journey   to   the   places   in   Ravka  
where   the   deepest   magic   survives   to   vanquish   the   terrible   legacy  
inside   him.   

Cour�ng   Darkness    by   Robin   LaFevers   

When   Sybella   accompanies   the   Duchess   to  
France,   she   expects   trouble,   but   she   isn’t  
expec�ng   a   deadly   trap.   Surrounded   by  
enemies   both   known   and   unknown,   Sybella  
searches   for   the   undercover   assassins   from  
the   convent   of   St.   Mortain   who   were   placed  
in   the   French   court   years   ago.     Genevieve   has  
been   undercover   for   so   many   years,   she   no  
longer   knows   who   she   is   or   what   she’s  
supposed   to   be   figh�ng   for.   When   she  

discovers   a   hidden   prisoner   who   may   be   of   importance,   she   takes  
ma�ers   into   her   own   hands.   As   these   two   worlds   collide,   the   fate   of  
the   Duchess,   Bri�any,   and   everything   Sybella   and   Genevieve   have  
come   to   love   hangs   in   the   balance.   
 
We   Set   the   Dark   on   Fire    by   Tehlor   Kay   Mejia  
At   the   Medio   School   for   Girls,   dis�nguished  
young   women   are   trained   for   one   of   two  
roles   in   their   polarized   society.   Depending   on  
her   specializa�on,   a   graduate   will   one   day  
run   a   husband’s   household   or   raise   his  
children.   Both   paths   promise   a   life   of   comfort  
and   luxury,   far   from   the   frequent   poli�cal  
uprisings   of   the   lower   class.   Daniela   Vargas   is  

the   school’s   top   student,   but   her   pedigree   is   a   lie.   She   must   keep   the  
truth   hidden   or   be   sent   back   to   the   fringes   of   society.   And   school  
couldn’t   prepare   her   for   the   difficult   choices   she   must   make   a�er  
gradua�on,   especially   when   she   is   asked   to   spy   for   a   resistance   group  
desperately   figh�ng   to   bring   equality   to   Medio.  

 

2019   Addi�ons   to   Great   Fantasy/SciFi   series  
 

 

The   Toll    ( Arc   of  
a   Scythe    #3)  
Schusterman  

 

Children   of   Virtue  
and   Vengeance  
(Legacy   of   Orisha  
#2)   by    Tomi  
Adeyemi  

 

Rebel:   A  
Legend   Novel  
by   Marie   Lu  

 

Legacy    (Keeper   of  
the   Lost   Ci�es   #8)  
by   Shannon  
Messenger  
 

 

The   Tyrant's  
Tomb    (The  
Trials   of   Apollo  
#4)  

 

Supernova  
(Renegades   #3)   by  
Marissa   Myer  
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Graphic   Novels  
 
The   Crossover    by   Kwame   Alexander,  
illustrated   by   Dawud   Anyabwile  
Thanks   to   their   dad,   Josh   and   his   twin  
brother,   Jordan,   are   kings   on   the   court.   But  
Josh   has   more   than   basketball   in   his  
blood—he’s   got   mad   beats,   too,   which   help  
him   find   his   rhythm   when   it’s   all   on   the  
line.  
  
See   the   Bell   family   in   a   whole   new   light  
through   Dawud   Anyabwile’s   dynamic  
illustra�ons   as   the   brothers’   winning  

season   unfolds,   and   the   world   as   they   know   it   begins   to   change.  
 
This   Was   Our   Pact    by   Ryan   Andrews  
It's   the   night   of   the   annual   Autumn   Equinox  
Fes�val,   when   the   town   gathers   to   float   paper  
lanterns   down   the   river.   Legend   has   it   that  
a�er   dri�ing   out   of   sight,   they'll   soar   off   to   the  
Milky   Way   and   turn   into   brilliant   stars.   This  
year,   Ben   and   his   classmates   are   determined  
to   find   out   where   those   lanterns   really   go,   and  
to   ensure   success   in   their   mission,   they've  
made   a   pact   with   two   simple   rules:   No   one  
turns   for   home.   No   one   looks   back.   It   isn't   long   before   the   pact   is  
broken   by   all   except   for   Ben,   and   Nathaniel,   the   one   kid   who   just  
doesn't   seem   to   fit   in.   Together,   Nathaniel   and   Ben   will   travel   farther  
than   anyone   has   ever   gone,   down   a   winding   road   full   of   magic,  
wonder,   and   unexpected   friendship.  

New   Kid    by   Jerry   Cra�  
Seventh   grader   Jordan   Banks   loves   nothing   more  
than   drawing   cartoons   about   his   life.   But   instead   of  
sending   him   to   the   art   school   of   his   dreams,   his  
parents   enroll   him   in   a   pres�gious   private   school  
known   for   its   academics,   where   Jordan   is   one   of   the  
few   kids   of   color   in   his   en�re   grade.  

As   he   makes   the   daily   trip   from   his   Washington  
Heights   apartment   to   the   upscale   Riverdale  
Academy   Day   School,   Jordan   soon   finds   himself   torn  
between   two   worlds—and   not   really   fi�ng   into   either   one.   Can  
Jordan   learn   to   navigate   his   new   school   culture   while   keeping   his  
neighborhood   friends   and   staying   true   to   himself?  

 
Queen   of   the   Sea    by   Dylan   Meconis  
When   her   sister   seizes   the   throne,   Queen  
Eleanor   of   Albion   is   banished   to   a   �ny   island  
off   the   coast   of   her   kingdom,   where   the  
nuns   of   the   convent   spend   their   days  
peacefully   praying,   sewing,   and   gardening.  
But   the   island   is   also   home   to   Margaret,   a  
mysterious   young   orphan   girl   whose   life   is  
upturned   when   the   cold,   regal   stranger  
arrives.   As   Margaret   grows   closer   to   Eleanor,  
she   grapples   with   the   revela�on   of   the  

island’s   sinister   true   purpose   as   well   as   the   truth   of   her   own   past.  
When   Eleanor’s   life   is   threatened,   Margaret   is   faced   with   a   perilous  
choice   between   helping   Eleanor   and   protec�ng   herself.  
 
 
 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Crossover-Graphic-Novel/dp/1328575497/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2VIZ3EQZ148YU&keywords=crossover+graphic+novel&qid=1576512764&s=books&sprefix=crossover+graphic%2Cstripbooks%2C205&sr=1-1
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https://www.amazon.com/New-Kid-Jerry-Craft/dp/0062691198/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2ROC8IC3KR58V&keywords=new+kid+jerry+craft&qid=1576519081&sprefix=new+kid%2Caps%2C159&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Queen-Sea-Dylan-Meconis/dp/1536204986/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=Queen+of+the+Sea&qid=1576519154&sr=8-1


Sincerely,   Harriet    by   Sarah   Winifred   Searle  
Harriet   Flores   struggles   with   boredom   and  
an   unrequited   crush   while   learning   to  
manage   her   chronic   illness   through   a   long,  
hot,   1990s   summer   in   Chicago.   She   uses   her  
imagina�on   to   cope,   which   some�mes   gets  
her   into   trouble,   as   she   makes   up   fantas�cal  
fibs   and   wonders   if   there   are   ghosts  
upstairs.   One   neighbor,   Pearl,   encourages  
Harriet   to   read   and   write,   leading   Harriet   to  
have   a   breakthrough   and   discover   the  
power   of   storytelling.  

 
Stargazing    by   Jen   Wang  
Moon   is   everything   Chris�ne   isn't.   She’s  
confident,   impulsive,   ar�s�c   .   .   .   and  
though   they   both   grew   up   in   the   same  
Chinese-American   suburb,   Moon   is  
somehow   unlike   anyone   Chris�ne   has  
ever   known.   But   a�er   Moon   moves   in  
next   door,   these   unlikely   friends   are   soon  
best    friends,   sharing   their   favorite   music  
videos   and   pain�ng   their   toenails   when  
Chris�ne's   strict   parents   aren't   around.  
Moon   even   tells   Chris�ne   her   deepest  

secret:   that   she   has   visions,   some�mes,   of   celes�al   beings   who   speak  
to   her   from   the   stars.   Who   reassure   her   that   earth   isn't   where   she  
really    belongs.   Moon's   visions   have   an   all-too-earthly   root,   however,  
and   soon   Chris�ne's   best   friend   is   in   the   hospital,   figh�ng   for   her   life.  
Can   Chris�ne   be   the   friend   Moon   needs,   now,   when   the   sky   is   falling?  
 

White   Bird:   A   Wonder   Story    by   R.   J.   Palacio  
In   R.   J.   Palacio's    Auggie   &   Me ,   readers   were  
introduced   to   Julian's   grandmother,  
Grandmère.   Here,   Palacio   makes   her   graphic  
novel   debut   with   Grandmère's   heartrending  
story:   how   she,   a   young   Jewish   girl,   was  
hidden   by   a   family   in   a   Nazi-occupied   French  
village   during   World   War   II;   how   the   boy   she  
and   her   classmates   once   shunned   became   her  
savior   and   best   friend.   Sara's   harrowing  
experience   movingly   demonstrates   the   power  
of   kindness   to   change   hearts,   build   bridges,   and   even   save   lives.  
 

Best   Friends    by   Shannon   Hale,  
illustrated   by   LeUyen   Pham  
Sixth   grade   is   supposed   to   be   perfect.  
Shannon’s   got   a   sure   spot   in   the  
in-crowd   called   The   Group,   and   her   best  
friend   is   their   leader,   Jen,   the   most  
popular   girl   in   school.   But   the   rules   are  
always   changing,   and   Shannon   has   to  
scramble   to   keep   up.   She   never   knows  
which   TV   shows   are   cool,   what   songs   to  
listen   to,   and   who   she’s   allowed   to   talk  
to.   Who   makes   these   rules,   anyway?  
And   does   Shannon   have   to   follow   them?  

 
*    All   book   descrip�ons   are   from   Amazon.com   and   all   links   lead  
to   Amazon.   We   also   encourage   you   to   support   a   wonderful  
local   bookstore,    One   More   Page ,   which   can   also   supply   all   of  
these   books   for   you.  
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